cc Karama "
reunion of friends and relations in celebration of some
occasion, usually happy, for such occasions are those which
are naturally made an excuse for killing an animal, and
hence perhaps arises the idea that any gathering is in-
complete without some animal being killed.
One may perhaps get nearest to the Arab train of
thought by picturing the case of the English country
gentleman of the old school, whose grandfather has laid
down a small but choice bin of Port. The parallel is
fairly close in many points. The Port has a certain
sentimental family value ; it was laid down, perhaps,
when the present squire was born, and by maturing in
the family cellar has acquired a certain character which
is exactly shared by no other Port in the world. Once
a bottle is opened, it can never be replaced by anything
exactly the same ; a new supply may be laid in, but that
particular bin is by one bottle nearer the end of the supply.
It must not be wasted in everyday use, or by selfish and
solitary indulgence. On just such an occasion as would
prompt the Arab to kill one of his animals, we can hear
the Squire whisper to the family butler, *' It's Christmas "
or " Mr. George has got a fortnight's leave from Flanders
and will be home to-night,** or "It is not every day an
heir is born to the old place,** or " Sir John is dining
to-night, he always says there's nothing quite like our
One has only to think of a War profiteer driving up
in a motor and blustering, " I hear you have some old
Port, I will buy a dozen, name your price/' to get a very
fair idea of the feelings of an Arab who does not want to
sell a sheep to a stranger, The corn supply of the Arab
is more like a cask of beer from which a jugful can be drawn
whenever required and which when finished can be re-
placed with a very similar brew, little excuse save hunger
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